Freedom of Information Request Reference No:
I note you seek access to the following information:

I would like to request the following information held by the MET on cycling fatalities
in London since 1 January 2010 until the present day:
1. Please list every fatality in which a cyclist was killed by a vehicle, including date,
time, location and circumstances of the incident, within the area the Met covers.
2. Please include victim name, if that is available, or a profile (age, sex, whether
wearing a helmet or high viz clothing, lights if cycling at night) if not.
3. Other parties (ie vehicles) involved in the accident.
4. Whether a motorist was arrested in relation to the cyclist's death.
5. Whether a motorist was charged in relation to the cyclist's death.
6. Whether a prosecution was considered but withdrawn/ dropped by the
Metropolitan police, and what the circumstances for withdrawing were.
7. Whether a prosecution was considered but withdrawn/ dropped by the Crown
Prosecution Service, and what the circumstances for withdrawing were.
8. Whether a case went to trial, and the outcome at trial (ie was there a conviction,
or was the driver found not guilty)
9. What the outcome was overall (eg a guilty plea before trial/ case dismissed/ a
conviction, driver found not guilty etc)
Redefinition: You agreed that you were happy to remove part 2 of your request due
to possible exemptions being applied to disclosure of victims names.

DECISION
I have today decided to disclose the located information to you in full.

Please find attached information pursuant to your request above.

Information Rights Unit

DATE &
TIME

09/03/2010
@0950hrs

LOCATION VICTIM PROFILE

WESTON
STREET, SE1

M 21 YRS. No
helmet or high viz
clothing worn.

CIRCUMSTANCES
Both cyclist and LGV were travelling
south, cyclist was on the pavement.
Cyclist left the pavement and entered
the carriageway. LGV collided with the
rear of the cycle. Rider went
underneath the LGV
Skip lorry signals to turn left. Pedal
cyclist rides along the nearside of lorry
and is struck as it turns into Victoria
Park Road. Cyclist falls to ground,
receiving fatal head injury.

OTHER PARTIES

OFFENCES

OUTCOME

Rigid Tipper

Driver arrested
for causing
death by
careless driving

Driver found not guilty
following trial

Skip Lorry

Driver not
arrested but
formally
interviewed
under caution.

CPS advised no further
action

Driver of 1st
bus charged
with causing
death by
dangerous
driving

No evidence offered at
Crown Court . Case
dismissed

Driver charged
with causing
death by
careless driving

Driver found not guilty
following trial

LAURISTON
ROAD, E9

F 28 YRS. No
helmet or high viz
clothing worn.

13/04/2010
@1010hrs

OXFORD ST.
W1

Ist bus travelling west, approaches bus
stop following pedal cyclists. 2nd bus
F 25 YRS. No
stationary at bus stop. Driver of 1st
Both buses and
helmet or high viz bus suffers a sciatica attack causing cycle examined, no
clothing worn.
foot to press down on accelerator,
defects found.
striking cycle before colliding with bus
shelter. Cyclist received fatal injury.

17/04/2010

A41 Edgware
Way

F A/A 35 YRS.
Cyclist wearing
safety helmet. No
high viz clothing.

10/03/2010
@0840hrs

22/05/2010
Sat 11.25

Bessborough
Gdns

Cyclist crosses entry slip road leading
to M1. Hit from behind by car exiting
from lane 2 intending to continue onto
slip road.

Cyclist in lane 1 of 3 Northbound. 4
M 48yrs. No Hi Viz.
Axle Cement lorry in lane 2, swerved
Unknown if helmet
across and into lane 1 colliding with
was worn
cyclist.

Family Saloon type
car

Driver pleaded guilty
prior to trial. 16 weeks
Driver charged
imprisonment
All mirrors complied
with causing
suspended for 2 years.
with current
death by
Community Service
legislation.
careless driving
Order 120 hrs.
Disqualified 12 months
and extended retest.

20/07/2010
Tues 06.19

Uxbridge Road

15/07/2010 @ Peckham High
12.42
Street

05/08/2010
Thurs 12.15

M34 yrs. Helmet
worn

M 68 yrs. No
protective
equipment listed

F 24 yrs No helmet
Graham Road
or Hi viz

Car westbound at excessive speed
collided with cyclist turning right.

Pedal cyclist was clipped by rear of
large vehicle, causing him to wobble,
he fell off his cycle and was run over
by a van that Failed to stop. Cyclist
subsequently died of his injuries.

Cyclist failed to give way at junction
and rode into a Black cab. Died as a
result of her injury 14 days later.

Honda Civic

Ford Transit

Black Cab

Pleaded guilty prior to
trial. Pleaded guilty to
causing death by
Driver charged
dangerous driving prior
with causing
to trial. Sentencted to 2
death by
years, 7 months
careless driving
imprisonment.
Disqualified from driving
for 3 years.

Driver charged
with various
road traffic
offences

Pleaded guilty prior to
trial to dangerous
driving, causing death
whilst uninsured.
Received 6 month
custodial sentence
suspended for two
years. 3 months
suspended for 2 years
for dangerous driving
and disqualified from
driving for two years.

CPS advised no further
Driver formally
action. Coroner recorded
interviewed
verdict of accidental
under caution.
death

DATE &
TIME

06/01/2011
Thurs 06.40

22/03/2011
Tues 13.00

LOCATION VICTIM PROFILE

Sandy Lane,
Wallington

Jamaica Rd
SE1

M 48 No helmet.
Dark clothing.

M 20yrs No Hi Viz
or helmet

CIRCUMSTANCES

Van travelling north turns right and
collides with cyclist in the mouth of the
junction.

HGV overtaking cyclist. Appears to
have pulled in too early colliding with
the cyclist.

OTHER PARTIES

OFFENCES

OUTCOME

Combo Van

CPS advised no further
action. Update - 28.2.12
inquest at Croydon
Driver arrested
Coroners Court.
for careless
Coroner returned a
driving
verdict of 'Accidental
Death / Misadventure as
a result of a car accident'

Skip Lorry

No evidence
Inquest only. On
found of poor
17.10.11 at Southwark
driving following
Coroners. Verdict by
investigation.
Coroners Died as result
Inquest hearing
of Accident
only

05/04/2011
Tues 15.10

17/05/2011
19.47 Tues

29.05.2011
Sun 10.55

Camden Road
FIC1 20yrs No
NW1
helmet No reflective

Bell Farm Ave

Layhams Rd

13 YR M No Helmet
or Hi Viz

Left turning HGV Artic, victim cycled
up nearside and collided with HGV

Driver under instruction, car moved
forward quickly and collided with
cyclist.

M 62 No evidence Victim cycling 2 abreast on wrong side
of Hi Viz
of road, narrow country lane

LGV

Toyota Celica

4x4

Pleaded not guilty.
CPS Decision to charge
with Death by Careless
Driving. Driver Trial set
Driver charged
for 18th February 2013.
with causing
Was discontinued due to
death by
witness changing
careless driving
account. Inquest held
19th June 2013. Verdict
of Road traffic Collision.

Driver pleaded guilty
causing death by
careless driving and
other vehicle offences.
Driver and
12 months
supervisor
imprisonment.
pleaded guilty to Supervisor also guilty of
various road
aiding and abetting
traffic offences.
causing death by
careless driving and
other traffic related
offences. 8 months
custodial sentence.

No offences

No further action.
Inquest on 15.11.11 at
Croydon Cors. Verdict of
death as a result of
RTC.

Tues
21.06.2011
8.31

4 axle Tipper turned left into Hackney
Hackney Road
Road and ran over cyclist on the
M44 No evidence of
J/W Pritchards
nearside of the vehicle. Rider received
Hi Viz
Road
serious leg / pelvic injuries.
Subsequently died of his injuries.

49 F. No
Sun 31/7
information
Cycle and van southbound. Van drives
Cavendish Road SW12
11.00
regarding Hi Vis
into rear of cycle and runs over rider
clothing or Helmet

M25 No helmet or
Sat 6/8 13.05
O/S 280 Holloway Road N7
Hi Viz

Cycle in bus lane - overtakes parked
car and door opened. Knocks cyclist
off and into road. Run over by bus

4 Axle Tipper

Charged with
Careless
Driving

Found not guilty after
trial

Ford Transit Van

Driver charged
with causing
death by
dangerous
driving

Driver charged with S1
Death by Dangerous :
Trial 15.7.13 at ILCC.
Matter dismissed by
Judge. No inquest.

Audi A8

Charged with
Manslaughter. Plea of
Not Guilty. Trial 10th
December 2012 Central Criminal Court.
Charged with
FOUND NOT GUILTY.
Manslaughter. Separate case to be held
for No Insurance at
Southwark Crown Court but appears was never
reached court.

Sentenced -24 weeks in
prison suspended for 12
months, 100 hours
Charged Death
community service,
by careless
disqual for 24 months.
INQUEST 14/15 October
2013 - accidental death.

Mon
Cyclist on Cycle Super Highway HGV
M 58.High Viz and
24/10/2011 BOW ROAD, E3
turns left collides with cyclist who is on
Helmet worn.
08.37
nearside

HGV

Tipper stopped at red ATS, turning
left. Cyclist approaches from rear,
Friday
F 34 No evidence dismounts, uses footway to pass tipper
11/11/2011 BOW ROAD, E3 of Hi Viz (Dark
and rejoins road at tipper’s f/n/s. As
1644
Clothing)
light turn green both pull away and
cyclist ‘turns right’ ahead of tipper,
struck and falls beneath front of tipper.

4 Axle Tipper

No further
action

Inquest recorded
traumatic road death

Rigid Lorry

Defendant
deceased

No further action.
Inquest on 08.05.13 at
Southwark Cors. Verdict
of RTC given.

Friday
02/12/2011
1000

Tower Bridge
HGV stopped at red ATS indicating to
F 22 Hi viz not worn
Road J/W
turn. The lights changed as HGV
but was in her bag.
Abbey Street
turned collided with cyclist who had
No helmet.
SE1
ridden up nearside.

DATE &
TIME
Saturday
07/01/2012
1800 died
22/01

Mon
05/03/2012
1525 died
06/03
23/03/2012
1700

Tuesday
27/03/2012
13.46 Died
2nd April

LOCATION VICTIM PROFILE
Upper Elmers M 44 no helmet
End Road BR3 high viz tabard
worn.

Robin Hood
Way SW15

M 8 no helmet

CIRCUMSTANCES

M 41

OFFENCES

OUTCOME

Driver of car opened car door struck
cyclist.

Complete

No further criminal
action. Inquest held at
Croydon Coroners Court
7th August 2012.
Updated 22.12.2014 Coroners Verdict
Accidental Death.

Cycled around parked car in to the
road in to path of taxi

Ongoing

No further criminal
action Coroners inquest
17/12/2012. Coroners
verdict - Accidental
death.
Charged with death by

Deptford
M 17 no description Pedal cycle crossing road on ATS
Church Street of clothing
controlled pedestrian crossing. Car
SE8
fails to comply with red ATS and
collides with pedal cycle. Rider
receives serious injuries and dies in
KCH following surgery. Driver fails to
stop and drives away
Great
Cambridge
Road N17

OTHER PARTIES

Car struck cyclist from behind carried
on the bonnet until car collided with
rear parked in a layby on the nearside

Driver arrested
following day

Ongoing

dangerous driving and
failing to stop. Trial
11/3/13. Sentenced to 4
yrs custody + 5 yrs
Disqualification from
driving. + extended retest.
Ongoing

Driver charged with
causing death by
dangerous driving.
Awaits judicial process.
Pleaded Death By
Careless 150 hrs
communty service 3
years disqualification

29/04/2012
1945

Pinner Road M 58
Northwood

Cyclist comes from minor road into
Pinner road when hit from behind by
car.

Driver arrested

Ongoing

Driver charged with
causing death by
careless driving. Awaits
judicial process. PCMH
7/2/13. Sentenced to 6
mth custodial suspended for 2 yrs +
Disqualification for 18
mths and until test
passed. Licence
endorsed.

26/06/2012
1945

Woodhouse
Grove

Two children on pedal cycle struck by
Mazda which fails to stop. Child sitting
at rear of cycle receives serious
injuries and dies

Driver surrendered.
Arrested for
dangerous driving
and failing to stop

Ongoing

Still awaits charging
decision. Suspect BTR
18/12/2012. To CPS
16/12/2012 BTR
25/02/2013. Update:
charged Death by
Careless. 20/11/2013
pleaded guilty. 21
months custodial, 12
months disqual with
retest. 6 points.

M9

05-07-2012
@ 14.02

The Broadway M 60
junction with
Saxon Road,
Southall

At 1400 hours a pedal cyclist and a
tipper lorry were travelling East along
The Broadway. The lorry has turned
left into Saxon Road and collided with
the cyclist. As a result of the collision
the rider went under the front of the
lorry and was crushed by

Driver arrested at
scene for causing
death by dangerous
driving

Ongoing

Awaits CPS decision.
Driver bailed to return
18/01/2013 Still awaits
CPS Awaits pm report.
BTR 06/03/2013. PCMH
Isleworth CC 10/10/13
Charged with Death by
Careless - trial
27/01/2014. Attended
court on 13/01/2014 and
changed plea to Guilty.
Sentenced to 12 mths
custody reduced to
9mths and suspended
for 2 yrs. 250 hrs unpaid
work, disqualified from
driving for 18 mths and
£100 victim surcharge.

01/08/2012

Ruckolt Road
J/W A12

Olympic bus carrying media personnel
left Olympic Park en route to the Excel
Centre. Bus was held at red ATS and
intending to turn left. Cyclist
approached from rear of bus and
made his way along the nearside of
the bus as it began to turn left.

Driver arrested at
scene for causing
death by dangerous
driving

Ongoing

RESTRICTED CRIS.
NFA by D.I due to
insufficent evidence.
Awaits coroners inquest.
Possible further action
by HSE. NFA by Police.
No HSE action Coroners
verdict - Accidental
Death.

M 28. Helmet
Worn. No
description of
clothing

16/10/2012
14.58

o/s 88 High
Street Barnet
EN5

F66.

29/10/2012
06.40

Bethnal Green M31 No Helmet or
Road, j/w
High Viz clothing
Gales Road
E2

Cyclist was struck by passing lorrying Driver was arrested
causing her to fall beneath the rear
for Death by
axle resulting in fatal injuries.
Careless Driving.
Apparently lorry had overtaken the
cyclist further up the high street but
due to slow traffic the cyclist had
caught up with the lorry. The lorry had
attempted to make way for an
oncoming HGV and moved closer to
the kerb striking the female.

Male was cycling West there were two Driver arrested at
parked vehicle oustside 492 Bethnal
scene on suspicion
Green Road there was a traffic island of careless driving.
in the centre of the road, causing the
carriageway to be narrow, small skip
lorry was in a line of slow moving
traffic and behind a bus. Cyclist
attempted to overtake lorry from its
nearside through a narrow gap. As the
cyclist reached the offside door mirror
of the parked vehicle he attempts to
avoid the mirror and falls to his right
where he makes contact with the lorry.
Rider falls off his bike and goes under
the rear nearside wheels. Cyclist dies
on 06/11/2012.

Ongoing

Not using phone. No key
witnesses or CCTV.
Awaits CO report re
sight lines etc. On going
BTR 13/02/2013 1st
appearance Hendon
mags for DBC on
02/10/2013 PCMH set fo
11/12/2013 at Wood
Green. Trial set for
09/06/2014. RESULT :
Not Guilty (Jury out for 2
hours - unanimous
decision).

Ongoing No CCTV
traced. Witness enqs
continue. Awaits CI
report BTR 15/3 NFA by
Police. Coroners verdict Accidental Death
16/05/2013

19/11/2012
10.22

A13 Ripple
Road,

M35

Tipper lorry was turing left on the A13 Driver arrested for
from a service road alongside the Ship causing death by
& Shovel PH when a cyclist riding East dangerous at scene
along the footpath collided with the
nearside of the lorry and was dragged
under the wheels. Victim died at the
scene

06/12/2012
08:20am

Commercial
Road E1

M 34. Clothing /
Helmet not known

Lorry travelling West along
Commercial Road towards London,
early indications are that the lorry
stops momentarily at traffic lights and
then moves off. A Cyclist by which
time has presented themselves at the
front of the lorry, it is unknown in which
direction he came to reach this
destination. The front of the lorry has
come into contact with the victims bike
and the victim has been dragged
under the lorry. Victim died at the
scene.

Driver arrested at
scene for causing
death by dangerous
driving

NFA

Early Stages

Ongoing Awaits NFA by
Updated 22.12.14 :
matter NFA'd 30.04.13.
Inquest held on 25/7/13.
Accidental Death.

DATE &
TIME

Saturday
09/02/2013
0618

Monday
08/04/2013
0819

LOCATION VICTIM PROFILE

Gainsborough
Road E11

Palace Street
SW1E

CIRCUMSTANCES

OTHER PARTIES

OFFENCES

OUTCOME

M 56

Peugeot FTS. Debris
at scene included
partial index plate
and Peugeot badge.
Vehicle identified
Peugeot takes a bend on the wrong and insured party + 2
side of the road and colides with
associates located
cyclist travelling in opposite direction. and arrested shortly
after collision.
Forensic samples
from all 3 suspects.
I99 assisted to locate
vehicle. Forensic l

Snaresbrook CC : Plea
to S3A Death by
Careless whilst under
influence accepted by
CPS. Sentencing on
17/3/14 8 yrs custodial &
10 yrs disqualification

F 34

Lorry is waiting in traffic to turn left.
Numerous witnesses
Vehicle is indicating and has an
that HGV was
audible warning on. Cyclist has cycled
indicating and
up the nearside of the lorry. Lorry has
audible alarm
moved off when lights turn green and
sounding. Cyclist
turned left. Lorry has clipped wheel of
travel along nearside
cycle, knocking rider off. Lorry then
and collision occurs.
drivers over victim.

No Criminal Case

Monday
24/06/2013
0737

Friday
05/07/2013
1900

Loampit Vale
SE13

Whitechapel
Road E1

M 41

F 20

Cyclist crosses path of oncoming
vehicle which FTS

Cyclist rode down nearside of HGV
stationary at ATS, colliding with the
HGV as it moved off.

Witness is traveling
the same direction
as cyclist. Cyclist
overtakes in middle
Pleas for Dangerous
of the road passing a
Driving (post collision)
vehicle at a stop line.
Hi-viz worn but
was taken with the
Vehicle heading
no helmet. FTS following sentencing:
opposite direction,
driver attends Licence endorsed, £500.
possibly accelerating
scene and is
fine, disqualified for 12
to make an amber
arrested
months, to pass
light. Cyclist turns
extended driving test at
into path of vehicle.
end of disqual period.
Victim is hit back and
onto the stationary
vehicle. Initial vehicle
then fails to stop.
HGV was stationary
at ATS. Very little
space either side.
Hoarding on the
nearside up to the
edge of the footway.
The cyclist was on
the footway and
entered the
carriageway part-way
along the HGV. She
made her way to the
front and into the
blind spot.

HGV has a
camera on its
nearside which
recorded the
cyclists
progress. It was
clear that there
really was
insufficient
space to ride up
the nearside.
She was riding
a Barclays bike.

No Criminal Case

Monday
15/07/2013
0923

Monday
05/08/2013
0920

Wednesday
04/09/2013
0915

o/s 112 High
Holborn WC1

O/S 192
Archway
Road, N6

Thurlow Park
Road SE21

M 54

M 67 Helmet
Blue/white lycra top

F 30

Cyclist run over by Tipper truck

Cyclist travelling nearside of and
parallel to HGV collided with HGV

Cyclist at front nearside of HGV, both
turning right. They move forward and
HGV runs over cyclist.

Cyclist merged into
lane 3 where the
Tipper was
stationary and was
run over

Footage of
scene and
collision
indicates that 15/5/15 - Driver pleaded
the cyclist
guilty to Causing death
contravened a
by Careless Driving.
red light and
Aggravated with No
rode into the
Licence and No
path of the
Insurance. Sentence 3
Tipper via a
1/2 years imprisonment.
route which Disqualified for 10 years.
have rendered
him 'not visible'
to the driver.

Cyclist was
travelling
alongside the
HGV. CCTV
shows the HGV
Cyclist veered
maintaing its
towards and wobbled course and the
into HGV
cyclist veering
towards the
HGV, then
wobbling into it
causing the
rider to fall.

Helmet

No Criminal Case

CPS advised No criminal
case on 13.05.14.
Inquest Monday 16th
February 2015 at
Southwark Coroner’s
Court - verdict Road
Traffic Collision

Tuesday
05/11/2013
1635

Tuesday
05/11/2013
1830

os Queen
Mary
University Mile
End Road E1

Southampton
Row WC1

Tuesday
12/11/2013
1158

Addiscombe
Road Croydon

Wednesday
13/11/2013
0840

Bow
Roundabout
Stratford E3

Wednesday
13/11/2013
2330

Whitechapel
High Street E1

M62

Tipper lorry held in stationary traffic,
cyclist crosses in front of lorry and as
traffic moves off the lorry clips the
cyclist knocking him to floor and then
drives over him.

M 69

A coach was indicating to turn left and The coach collided
had straddled lanes 1 & 2 to perform with the cyclist at low
the manoeuvre. Cyclist travelled up
speed. The cyclist
the nearside of the coach intending to
wasn’t wearing a
go straight ahead. .
helmet

No helmet or hi-viz.
wearing bright
orange top

Trial at Wood Green
Crown Court.
Culminated on Fri 19
june 2015. Suspect
found not guilty.

NFA

M 43

Bus and cyclist travelling in same
direction. Both turn left and cyclist gets
in front of bus. Cyclist and front of bus
connect and bus goes over rider.

Helmet no Hi-Viz

NFA. Coroners Inquest
Croydon Coroners Court
02/10/14 : A narrative
verdict was given by
HMC at Croydon
Coroners Court with the
end verdict being death
due to a road traffic
collision.

F 24

Tipper lorry turns left from roundabout
onto BTNA as the cyclist is trying to
cycle around the roundabout to it’s
nearside.

No helmet or hi-viz

No Criminal Case

M 30-40

Bus travelling on main highway with
ATS in it’s favour has a cycle travel
from a side road into it’s path causing
collision.

No helmet or hi-viz

NFA. Inquest at Poplar
Coroner's Court 10th
April 2014.
The coroner gave a
verdict of death by road
traffic collision.

Monday
18/11/2013
12.07

Camberwell
Road

M 61

Not Barclays bike.
Left turning HGV collided with cyclist at
No Helmet - no Hifront nearside point whilst making turn.
Viz

NFA

DATE &
TIME

09/02/2014
13.34 hrs

25/02/2014
18.23 hrs

LOCATION VICTIM PROFILE

High Road,
Woodford
Green

52 Yr old Male

69 yr old Male no
Regent Street
helmet and wearing
W1
dark clothing.

04/04/2014
10.23 hrs

Clapham
Manor Road
SW4

Tuesday
13/05/2014
16.05 hrs

Newington
Butts j/w
Walworth Rd

Monday
02/06/2014
06.58hrs

Parry Street,
Vauxhall
Cross, A3036

Male 26 yrs

CIRCUMSTANCES

Elderly female turned right out of Forest Approach
to go North on Woodford High Road. She collided
with the cyclist who was also travelling North. She
accelerated and this caused the cyclist to become
dragged under car.

OUTCOME
The driver has been summonsed for Causing
Death by Careless Driving to appear at
Barkingside Mags Ct on 5/1/15. 30/1/15
Barkingside Mags result shown as 12 months
community order. No further detail.

Circumstances unclear at present. Point of impact
front offside of car and rear of cycle. Further
NFA. Westminster Coroners : Inquest 10/12/14
enquiries needed to properly question driver
verdict as 'Accident'
under caution.
Pleaded Guilty to fail to stop but Not Guilty to
Death by Careless Driving at Bromley Mags
26/9/14.Croydon CC Initially pleaded Not Guilty to
Cyclist believed knocked off his bike by a ?Black
all charges and Pleaded Guilty to all charges 2
BMW
weeks prior to trial. Sentence: 40months (3yrs
4months) custody: 4years Disqualification:
Licence endorsed:Extended driving test to be
taken:£120:00 victim surcharge.

Male 47 yrs.
Wearing helmet.

Cyclist v HGV.
Travelling in
same direction. Exact circumstances unclear but
n/s of lorry cab hit cyclist and rider goes under
rear nearside wheels which go over him. LPE at
scene.

Male 53 yrs

Cyclist v Tipper truck. It appears cyclist was on
nearside of lorry and went in front of it. On one
way system.

NFA by CPS. 19/11/15 at Southwark Coroners
court verdict of death by RTC.

ILCC - 13/01/16 : Judge discontinued case after
request to dismiss by defence upheld. Inquest at
Southwark Coroners Court - 11/04/16 concluded
Accidental Death.

Saturday
19/07/2014
00.30 hrs

Monday
21/07/2014
08.01 hrs

Monday
24/11/2014
22.06hrs

Kingston
Road, Raynes
Park, SW19

A316 j/w St
John's Grove,
Richmond

Commercial
Road, E1

Male 25 years

On 10/11/15 at Croydon CC the driver was found
Not Guilty of causing death by dangerous driving
but instead Guilty of causing death by careless
driving. He was sentenced as follows:
Car vs Cyclist fatal. ATS junction. Cyclist turning
1) 12 months custodial sentence. He must serve
right contravenes red ATS. Car driver
a minimum of 6 months and the balance
contravenes red ATS. Car collides with cyclist
suspended.
and projects him some distance. Cyclist sustains
2) Disqualified for 3 years after which he must sit
massive head injury and dies later in hospital.
an extended re-test. 3) Government surcharge of
£100.

Male 40 years

Car vs Dustcart. Cyclist cycling quickly in
dedicated cycle lane. Dustcart turns left from
main A316 into side road. Cyclist does not stop at
No criminal case on collision, decision to take no
give way lines at end of cycle lane / at junction +
further action by police. However document
brakes and 'flips' cycle into mid side of dustcart.
offences by driver dealt with .
Cyclist goes under n/s of dustcart and under rear
nearside wheel. He sustains serious head injury
and dies the next day at the RLH.

Male 32 years

Cycle vs Car : Two cars apparently speeding.
Cyclist crossing road and is hit by second of the 2 06/01/16 - Snaresbrook CC : Driver pleaded guilty
cars that FTS. He is thrown into path of 3rd car Causing Death by Dangerous Driving - sentenced
travelling in opposite direction which hits him.
to 6 years, reduced to 4 years for early guilty plea.
One of the cars speeding which FTS returned to
Disq for 5 years, extended re-test.
scene. This was not the FTS car which hit him.
Cyclist not wearing helmet, ear phones or bright
clothing.

Saturday
06/12/2014

Leman Street
j/w Chamber
Street, E1

Male 57 years

Cyclist vs Car : Car turns right from Leman Street
into Chamber Street colliding with cyclist causing On 13/5/14 driver pleaded guilty at Snaresbrook
him believed serious head injuries. Car driver
CC to S2B RTA Causing Death by Careless
made significant comments at the scene re the Driving: 6 months imprisonment suspended for 2
condition of his windscreen being compromised
yrs. Disqualified 3 yrs with re test. 12 mths
by ice and he did not see the cyclist. Road is a
supervision order. 3 months curfew
30mph road.

DATE &
TIME

Tuesday
20/01/2015
08:00 hrs

Monday
02/02/2015
16:20hrs

LOCATION VICTIM PROFILE

Amhurst Park
j/w Seven
Sisters Road,
N16

Homerton
High Street j/w
Wardle Street

Female, 29 yrs

Male, 34 yrs

CIRCUMSTANCES

Cyclist vs skip lorry. Witnesses state
cyclist cycling up inside of slow moving
traffic. She is in the process of cycling
up the inside of the skip lorry as it
turns left. The lorry passed directly
over the cyclist and stopped a distance
away after shouts from members of
the public.

Cyclist vs tipper lorry. Both cyclist and
lorry travelling south on Wardle Street,
a one way street. They were joining
Homerton High St a 2 way road. Both
roads were subject to a 30mph road.
Both cyclist and lorry have turned left
and the two have collided with the third
or forth axle of the tipper truck going
over the cyclist causing fatal injuries.

VEHICLES

Skip lorry vs cycle

OUTCOME
Wood Green CC : 03/05/16 - Driver
pleaded guilty to Dangerous Driving
for condition of vehicle and Death by
Careless Driving. He received 6
months compirsing of 3 months
imprisonment, 3 months supervision
order. 15 months disqualification
from driving
London Scrap Metal received
£16,000.00 fine for aiding and
abetting Dangerous Driving.
The lorry was ordered for destruction

Tipper vs cycle

Wood Green CC : 8/4/16 - Driver
pleaded guilty to Death by Careless
Driving. He received 20 weeks
imprisonment and was disqualified
for 12 months

Friday
06/02/2015
21:10hrs

Thursday
19/02/2015
07:59hrs

Bloomsbury
Square j/w
Vernon Place,
WC1

Bressenden
Place j/w
Victoria Street,
SW1

Female, 26 yrs

Cyclist vs lorry. Cyclist on road bike
travelling towards Theobalds Rd,
WC1. Greggs lorry stuck in stationary
traffic waiting and indicating to turn left
in lane 2 of 3. A bus stopped in lane 1
of 3 just behind the indicating lorry
leaving a small gap between the front
of the bus and the rear of the lorry.
The cyclist cycled between the bus
and the lorry through the small gap
and up the inside of the lorry. At this
time the traffic started to move and the
lorry still indicating left CCTV shows
the lorry judder. The lorry and victim
had collided and the victim suffered
serious head injuries meaning visual
i/d not possible. LPE at 21:19hrs. The
lorry stopped at the scene and it's
driver moved it backwards.

Female, 36 yrs

Cyclist vs Tipper lorry. Boris Bike.
Cyclist apparently went up the inside
of a lorry as it was turning left. It is
thought she was carrying or using a
mobile phone. The lorry went over
the cyclists head. It stopped at the
scene. LPE at scene.

Lorry vs cycle

No criminal offences. St Pancras
Coroners Court 09/07/15 with verdict
of death by Road Traffic Collision.

Tipper vs cycle

Driver summonsed for Death by
Careless Driving. Pleaded Guilty at
PCMH. Sentencing ILCC 18/4/16
160 hours community serrvice and
disqualified from driving for 12
months

Thursday
09/04/2015
09:33hrs

Thursday
28/05/2015
07:58hrs

Sunday
21/06/2015
00:04hrs

Millbank, SW1
nr j/w Lambeth
Bridge

Denmark Hill,
SE5

Forward Drive,
Harrow

Female, 55 yrs

Cyclist travelling in same direction as
tipper truck. Appears that Cyclist goes
up inside of lorry as it went into/around
the Round about Both collide and
cyclist suffers fatal injuries. No further
details due to sub justice

Tipper vs cycle

Submitted to CPS 22/12/15 - Awaits
their decision re case disposal

Female, 32 yrs

Pedal cycle vs lorry. Cyclist cycled up
the inside of a articulated lorry which
was indicating and turned left into
Orpheus St from Denmark Hill. The
cyclist was hit by the f/n/s of the lorry
and went underneath. She lost her leg
at the scene and died later in hospital.
no further details due to case sub
justice

Lorry vs cycle

CPS authorised charge of Death by
Careless. Driver pleaded NG on
16/3/16. Matter for trial at ILCC
26/09/16

Male, 60 yrs

Cyclist vs car. Cyclist has travelling
intending to turn right on a mini RA.
Car collided with the cyclist who was
LPE at scene. No further details due to
case sub justice

Car vs cycle

Awaits CPS decision. Driver on bail

DATE &
TIME
Tuesday
19/04/2016
17:08 hrs

LOCATION VICTIM PROFILE

Madeira Rd,
Mitcham

Male, 67 yrs

CIRCUMSTANCES

VEHICLES

OUTCOME

Car for as yet unknown reason clips
cyclist causing them to fall and sustain
serious injuries - broken pelvis,
fractured skull, multiple bleeds on the
brain. Collapsed lung and fractured
ribs. Car hits a lamp post.

Car vs Cycle

Ongoing investigation

